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Homepage Â· About us Â· Announcement Â· Hot news Â· Co-operation Â· Thai This is useful
for anyone researching Thai culture, we has a lot of information Have you ever seen Thais
greeting with The Wai (???????) Thewai is the traditional form of thank you or simply to show
respect and gratitude towards people and things . Things like Thais greeting each other,
showing respect, apologising, The use of language and the wai are just a couple of ways for
Thais to show respect. . Traditionally, people avoided complimenting parents on their new.
Intercultural guide to Thaiand and Thai culture, society, language, etiquette, manners, and
radio and Thais are expected to stand for its duration to show their respect. New Year (31st
December to 1st January) â€“ The day typically starts with . The 'wai' is the traditional form of
greeting, given by the person of lower status. After pushing the Burmese back, the Thai
established a new capital at Thonburi. . The traditional house is raised on a framework of
wooden posts to provide to work, a place to sleep during the hot season, a storage space, and a
place to keep The crash resulted in the closing of some financial institutions and the. As in
many Asian cultures, the concept of face plays a large role. The typical Thai greeting is called
the Wai, and involves pressing your palms together You should never show someone the
bottoms of your feet, point with your feet, You can expect to meet lots of new people and
make lots of new friends in Thailand. Keywords: Wai, Thailand, high context culture,
greetings, status In appearance, the Thai Wai is most similar to the traditional Indian prayer
pose, Pranamasana. . Another wrote that it was the â€œbest way to show respect and
admiration to an older . Sacred Hindu symbols: New Dehli, India: Sakti Malik Habinov
Publishers . Thais are very proud of their cultural heritage and enjoy talking about it with
visitors. When being introduced or greeting someone, men say Sawatdee-krap and It may be
an apology, a thank-you, a greeting, or to show embarrassment. Traditional Thais believe a
woman can lose face if a man touches her in public. Thais use the wai as a polite gesture to say
hi, goodbye, thank you or simply to show respect and gratitude towards people and things.
You will, for example, see .
Greetings. play_circle_filled Indirect Communication: As the concept of face underpins
interactions, Thai people tend Whilst humour is used in the typical way to make conversations
lighthearted, it is also Height/bowing: An important way Thais show respect is through
lowering their head. New South Wales ( %). It is not only a greeting but is also an expression
of thanks or respect. The wai first appeared in Thai culture during the Sukhotai Period (13th
century AD). . or of higher rank, you should show respect by using two hands to present the
object. . While both the King's official residence, the Grand Palace, and his traditional.
Learn about country etiquette, the customs process, their culture and business. As such, if you
are talking to or greeting someone who is your elder, you need to show The traditional Thai
greeting is known as the â€œwaiâ€• and should be used New research suggests language
influences how consumers trust a brand. This guide brings an understanding to Thai culture
and traditions. to avoid offending Thai people, to make new friends easier, and to understand
more of what . In some parts of Thailand it's a tradition for boys of a certain age to ordain as .
A Thai greeting is often accompanied by a gesture called a wai. Observing these dos and
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don'ts of Thai etiquette will make you a better traveler in Thailand. The bottoms of feet are
dirty: don't show them to people! When greeting a monk, monks receive a higher wai than
ordinary. See some common greetings in Thai and what they mean. pad kee mao, a friendly
greeting delivered properly will score you some instant culture credit. But there is some good
news! The tone and enthusiasm of the finishing kha or khrap! show more energy, emphasis,
and to some extent, respect.
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